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by Carole Edrich

The Sound of Flamenco

The art and craft of floors

I

n the early 1990s, when large flamenco festivals were first held outside of Spain, the dancers were still using the type of
floors common in the 1950s when General Franco was busy promoting flamenco as part of Spain’s national identity. The
best were simple wooden floors, but others might be tile, concrete or brick, fitted into the venue with little planning and
no acoustic design. Today, many larger flamenco stages still lack microphones and have no system to route the sound to the
audience.
Traditional flamenco is highly improvisational and intimate, and the majority of moves (particularly those considered to show
true style) are subtle. Some artists from both traditional and experimental camps eschew amplification, believing that anything
that distances them from the audience and interferes with jaleo — that is, feedback from audience and fellow performers in the
form of palmas (clapping), zapateo (footwork) and shouting — goes against the spirit of flamenco.
In the early days of international festivals, artists found ways to stay true to this spirit while expanding their sets and movement vocabulary to fit the larger venues to which they toured. It was during this time that Sergio Sarmiento, sound technician
for the Seville-based company of Antonio Canales — considered one of the greatest flamenco dancers of all time — created the
first acoustic flamenco floor.
Sarmiento’s floor can be thought of as a set of large rectangular pine lids, 15 millimetres deep and three metres long by 1.5
metres wide, with six parallel central batons, each guiding sound to one of six corresponding diagonals that send the sound toward the middle of one of the short sides of the lid. To visualize how the sound travels, think of the way a travelling ball would
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Rocío Molina with singer at Sadler’s Wells Flamenco Festival
Photo: Carole Edrich

follow the corridor created by the batons and then bounce off a diagonal. As
well as directing the sound, each parallel baton acts as a partial barrier so that
zapateo furthest from the microphone
is appreciably softer than when created
near it. That means the volume of footwork is not just dependent on the force
of the stamp, but also on proximity to
the microphone.
It’s difficult to know whether choreography was leading the floor design
or vice versa. Likely, the change from
small to large venues and an increasing drive to provide world-class sets
for international festivals have played a
part. Yet it seems the developing technology of acoustic floors itself contributed in some degree to the increase in
repeatable choreographic patterns and

The change in volume and timbre
arising from distance from the microphone was far more subtle using this
second version, which gave the dancers
back a level of choreographic improvisation since steps further from the microphone differed so little to those close
to it.
Sarmiento’s 2011 development, his
third version, uses small vertical cylinders instead of batons. These give
an even greater uniformity of sound
wherever the dancer is located. This
has allowed some purists to go back to
a greater level of choreographic improvisation, and this new floor facilitates
more creativity by sound technicians.
While they naturally incorporate the
sound of instruments, jaleo and voice,
modulating them and the zapateo where

the floor according to choreographic
need.
I asked Miguel Marín, whose international Flamenco Festival has provided
regular doses of high flamenco art to the
United States since 2008 — and then to
Sadler’s Wells, Canada, Japan, China,
Russia, Brazil and Qatar — how he saw
the relationship between dancer and
flamenco floor, and whether it made
a difference if the dancer was a proponent of flamenco puro or flamenco
nuevo. He explained that the choice of
whether or not to use acoustic floors has
to do with both choreography and the
dancers’ style. For instance, you can’t
hear the nuances of Sara Baras’ choreography if microphones are placed only
on the edges of the floor (as they typically are in tap), which is why she hires

“There is no controversy; now [acoustic floors]
are part of the art. We are used to them.
When you go to a rock concert, you don’t
expect a mellow sound, and when you see
flamenco, you expect a level of intensity.”
— Miguel Marín

spacing, with the reduction in the
amount of improvisation as a consequence. Nowadays, for many flamenco
dancers, it is often only the tiniest gesture that changes between one night’s
performance and the next.
Meanwhile, Sarmiento redesigned his
floor in response to Canales’ requirements. This second version, comprised
of batons all pointing into the centre
and side of each panel, enabled two
panels together to create a kind of starburst shape. By directing sound into the
middle, Sarmiento enabled the production of a more uniform sound, since the
batons themselves were not damping
volume by acting as partial barriers to
the zapateo happening further from the
microphone.

artistically appropriate, the use of reverb within the mix means the audience
hears rhythms rather than the sharpness
of superior footwork.
Several years ago, London’s Sadler’s
Wells Theatre made its own acoustic
floor based on Sarmiento’s directions,
which they updated in 2013. According to senior production technician
Tom Hares, flamenco dancers appearing at Sadler’s Wells now choose from
one of three main options: to install
microphones uniformly inside the entire acoustic floor, to have them in certain areas only or to have microphones
placed above the floors in the way that
tap dancers prefer. Different productions may require microphones to be
present or absent in different parts of

Angel Muñoz and Mayte Bajo in Paco Peña’s Patrias at Sadler’s Wells Theatre
Photo: Carole Edrich

Sarmiento. Eva Yerbabuena also uses
acoustic floors to showcase her nuanced
sounds. The same is true for the traditional and highly improvisational gitano
(gypsy) dancer Farruquito.
Joaquín Cortés, the ballet-trained flamenco popularizer of the early 2000s,
put microphones on his shoes. Placing a
proprietary brand of special extra-small
microphones (made for tap dancers)
under the arch of his feet meant a consistency of volume and a different tonality was created, irrespective of where he
travelled on the stage.
Rocío Molina, whose dance is often
totally traditional, only has microphones
on the stage surface as she is more concerned with showing technique than
acoustics. Sarmiento’s acoustic floor
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doesn’t support the precision of Israel
Galván’s famous flamenco deconstructions; Galván uses over-floor mics.
Nuria García, principal of the U.K.’s
largest and oldest flamenco school, Escuela de Baile, based in central London, still hears of people attaching microphones to their legs with clips and
bands in much the same way as one
would mic a singer. This low-budget
work-around can’t be comfortable, but
it is a pragmatic solution. Esther Weekes, whose flamenco-jazz fusion company
Jazzoleá Flamenco has appeared regularly in Seville’s Museo del Baile Flamenco,
hadn’t even heard of the acoustic floor
when we recently spoke, and uses floor
mics like most professionals in Andalusia, the region in Spain where the art
form first evolved.
According to Marina Keet (made a
Dame for her services to Spanish dance
by King Juan Carlos), Alberto Lorca,
founder of Ballet National d’Espana, believes that flamenco is destroyed by the
microphones. She says, “He used to tour
with dancer Pilar López, a singer and
no mics so the audience experienced a
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genuine performance. We had wooden
floors, which are where a good sound
comes from. Alberto used to get very
anguished when he had to sit in a show
that used microphones. He said they
never got it right.”
Marín, however is emphatic: “There is
no controversy; now [acoustic floors]
are part of the art. We are used to them.
When you go to a rock concert, you
don’t expect a mellow sound, and when
you see flamenco, you expect a level of
intensity.”
The acoustic floor has become a significant item in a flamenco dancer’s
toolbox, as the creative space of flamenco has blossomed from traditional forms
with subtle moves that engage a small
audience to huge productions where the
sound engineer’s expertise in creating
specific sound effects can be as important as the cante (song), dance, music
and jaleo. Meanwhile, as more and more
top-level dancers take to Sarmiento’s
acoustic floors, he has continually improved their design. We will know more
about the fourth version once the patent
has been issued.
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Tap dance innovator William (Bill) Orlowski — widely renowned for advancing his art
form by tackling serious subject matter and featuring narrative and rhythmic complexity — fell in love with Fred Astaire movies as a youngster. Born in Brampton, Ontario,
he started tap classes at age 10. Though he began his career in musical theatre, it was his
work as a concert tap dancer that established his unique style and reputation.
Orlowski co-founded Toronto-based National Tap Dance Company of Canada, for
whom he created his first major choreography in 1977, Brandenburg Concerto #3, for six
dancers. In 1990, he founded William Orlowski Tap Dance Projects.
Veronica Tennant, an ex-National Ballet of Canada principal dancer who once guested
with the National Tap Dance Company, calls Orlowski “a visionary: a choreographer,
performer, artistic director and teacher who has performed a modern miracle in forging
the art form of tap dance onto the Canadian and international dance and theatre scene
and consciousness. His hallmarks were authenticity of premise, daring realization and
exuberant quality of execution.”
Orlowski passed away suddenly on October 22. He had suffered for many years with
dystonia, an inherited degenerative form of Parkinson’s.

Stage designer Peter Farmer, best
known for his work in ballet, died
on January 1, 2017. Born in Luton,
England, Farmer attracted notice
early on with his 1966 design for
Peter Wright’s production of Giselle
at Stuttgart Ballet. He was closely
associated with both of Britain’s
Royal Ballet companies. His work at
Covent Garden included designs for
Kenneth MacMillan’s Winter Dreams
(1991) and two successive productions of The Sleeping Beauty, the
most recent, in 2006, a re-imagining
of Oliver Messel’s celebrated 1946
staging. At Birmingham Royal Ballet,
under Wright’s directorship and after,
Farmer designed many productions,
while also working with major companies worldwide. North American
projects included several designs
for the National Ballet of Canada,
beginning with Les Sylphides (1973);
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet’s Swan
Lake (1987); and Houston Ballet’s
La Bayadère (2010). Farmer received
the 2010 Prix Benois de la Danse for
Lifetime Achievement.

